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Technical Specification of Autoclave 400 lts
The Statement of Compliance must be substantiated with authenticated catalogue/data sheet/ manual with
the page number of original catalogue/datasheet/manual of the relevant parameters indicated
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Hospital’s proposed Technical Specifications

Manufacture
Country of Origin
Made in
Brand
Type/Model
Technical Specification
Chamber Capacity: 400 lts or more.
Chamber shall be rectangular in Shape, Horizontal Type, mounted on a
SS stand.
The steam sterilizer operation must be controlled through a PLC. The
PLC must be equipped with a non-erasable memory and battery back
up for in-interrupted operation.
Dimension: 600 X 600 X 1200 (W X H X L mm)(Approx)
The chamber shall be fabricated by stainless steel 316L with full argon
welding.
A removable screen plug must be present in the drain lines to prevent
clogging of the drainpipes and fittings.
Front Panel should display autoclave parameters such as instantaneous
and set parameters, select cycle, start/stop switch, abort key, LED for
ON/OFF status of various valves and sensors etc..
Shall have provision of self diagnostic checks and ERROR code analysis
inbuilt.
At least 6 or more user defined programs cycles selectable for reliable
and accurate sterilization:
Rubber Component Sterilization.
Instrument Sterilization.
Garment Sterilization
Open Liquid Sterilization.
Chamber integrity test.
Bowie and Dick test.
Manual back-up system in case of PLC failure with automatic regulation
of sterilization temperature must be available.All valves, pumps etc.
must be able to be operated via switches.
A temperature indicator controller is also provided for automatic
control of the steam in valve for temperature control..
Jacket shall consist of pressure gauge , safety valve, vacuum breaker
etc..
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The jacket must be insulated with 50mm thick non-fiber shredding
resin bonded glass wool, which is held in place with a SS outer cover.
Chamber shall consist of compound gauge, non-return valve, steam
trap, plug screen etc..
Steam generator should have an automatic water level controller for
the protection of emersion heaters.
Automatic water feeding system even when the boiler is in under
presser control by a pressure controller.
Should pass all the international standard of hydrostatic pressure test
and Leak test such as per ASME SEC VII and welding joints partially
radio graphed for high security.
Sterilization shall be carried out at 1210 C or 1340 C depending on the
load configuration for settable sterilization times.
Should have silent feature such pressure switch control, low water level
cut-off etc..
Should be of standard working pressure of 1.2-2.1kg-cm2 and
temperature 121-134 Degree applicable for medical sterilization
propose.
Shall have double door type design with automatic sliding door
The door is shall be fabricated from SS 316 material with door
interlocking system for safety
The high temperature resistant silicone-sealing gasket that will be
pneumatically acctuated must be present for effective sealing.
The steam generator should be fabricated from stainless steel SS 316 L
plates. Water filling should be automatic through a dosing pump. The
steam generator is insulated with resin embedded glass wool and the
insulation is held in place with a stainless steel outer cover. A safety
valve is provided.
The steam generator should be insulated with resin embedded glass
wool and a safety valve should be provided.
Piping should be of SS 316. The pipeline should have 2% slopes for
complete drain to prevent contamination. Bidders must show
document to substanciate the same.
Railing Carriage & Trolley for Sterilizer Sizes
Railing :
A pairs of S.S. 316 L railings inside the chamber. The rail should be
removable for ease of cleaning.
Loading Carriage :
Fabricated from S.S. 316 L
Loading and unloading Trolley :
The floor trolley should be fabricated from sturdy S.S. 304 tubular
members welded together.The trolley should be provided with four
swiveling castor wheels made of Polypropylene and fitted in a stainless
steel bracket.
Loading Carriage and Trolleys: Should be provided with one Loading

:

Cart and two Floor Trolleys for smooth and easy loading.
28. On line printing facility for recording temperature, pressure and time
for batch record should be provided.
29. Bio Seal: A cross contamination seal should be provided at the clean
side of the double door units to separate the clean and unclean side.
The system is designed to minimize the flow of air from the clean area.
Terms and condition:
30. Must have European CE marked certificate with ISO
31. The supplier must submit the original color broacher
32. Two years full warranty including spare parts and five years free
maintenance service.
33. The Principle company should be responsible of fulfilling warranty /
guarantee, in case local authorize agent is not able to achieve the
shame. The commitment letter of the same should be atached.
34. List of the accessories and parts with pricing should be quoted
separately
Onsite repair and maintenance training and operational training to the
user
and technicians.
One copy of service and operating manuals in English should be provide
at the time of installation.
The bidder must arrange the equipment to be installed and
commissioned by certified or qualified personnel; any prerequisites for
installation should be communicated to the hospital in advance, in
detail. User / technical training should be provided to the hospital
doctors, nursing & maintenance staffs.
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